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Roundtable: 7.17 Evaluating Student Writing(March 18, 2016)
Audience Takeaway

This packet includes one-page summaries and/or example evaluation
tools from the following presentations:
• "Using Genre Studies and Rhetorical Analysis to Evaluate Student
Writing" by Whitney James
• "Feedback in the Electronic Writing Classroom" by Joseph
Gansrow
• "Training the Student to be Editor-in-Chief
'
by Jayanti Tamm
• "Terms of Assessment" by Lisa Blansett
• "The Grading Contract in the 21St Century"(addendum by Heather
Urbanski, panel chair)

Large print and/or electronic versions of some of these materials are
available upon request(contact drurbanski@icloud.com).

"Using Genre Studies and Rhetorical Analysis to Evaluate Student Writing"
Whitney Lew James, Emerson College
By positioning writing assignments as genre studies and incorporating rhetorical analysis, students gain rhetorical
agency and awareness and instructors can focus on helping students achieve their goals as writers. This diagram
catalogs some ofthe major benefits of using genre studies and rhetorical analysis in assignment design and
evaluative feedback, individually and when paired to build on one another.
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Two major moments in the writing process jump out as important moments for self-reflection and possible
placements for rhetorical analysis: before peer review and revision and following submission/completion.
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Placement 1: Incorporating the rhetorical reflection earlier in the process is helpful to guide students toward
desired genre conventions and to forecast evaluation criteria. This gives students a chance to re-evaluate not only
how they are completing the assignment, but what their goals are as a writer. Here, you are emphasizing writing
as a process. I find this useful earlier in the semester when students are still coming to terms with the course,
major concepts, and my evaluation practices.
Placement 2: As students become more advanced in making rhetorical choices, a rhetorical analysis after
completing the assignment can help to reinforce genre awareness and provide a way to position instructor
comments as responses to student goals. This placement is often helpful for multimodal assignments or larger
projects in which students may or may not accomplish their goals, but instructors want to emphasize the
thought-process, rather than execution.
For more, including example rhetorical analysis prompts, visit www.whitneylewjames.com/student-assessment-nem1a2016.

Feedback in the Electronic Writing Classroom
Joseph Gansrow

1. Use it or lose it: take advantage of electronic resources
• Project excerpts
• Use monitoring software in Orwellian fashion and in Renaissance studio
fashion
• Teach students to use the comment key in Google Drive/Word

2. Feedback and outcomes alignment
• Rubrics and assignment guidelines must clearly define outcomes
• Reiterate desired outcomes throughout the writing process

3. Feedback,feedforward,feedleeward,feedwindward: diversify feedback modes
• Mini conference conducted face-to-face at instructor and student desk
• Mini electronic conference
• Email
• Encourage use of writing center
• Electronic gradebook possibilities

4. Timely and inviting feedback
• Timely v. voluminous
• Enhances final product
• Fosters trust and improves student-teacher relationship
• Helps instructor to learn global strengths and weaknesses
• Fosters productivity
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Terms of Assessment
Lisa Blansett
Associate Director of First-Year Writing
Department of English
University of Connecticut, Storis
How do we evaluate student writing? How do we decide the criteria? What do we value in
`vriting? And why do we value those particulaY features over others? Have we finally decided
what constitutes "good writing"? Is "good writing" a univeYsal category that we can build
Yep~oducible rubrics around? Do our practices around evaluation suggest a fixed and
reproducible category of"good writing," achievable through "mastery"? I propose that we
take a step back from rubrics that serve as lists of features and skills, or that repeat terms like
"critical thuiking" without further explanation of what we believe would demonstrate
"critical thinking." Instead, I argue that we articulate the kind of conceptaaal ~vojk that we want
students to do, articulating our o~vn not-reproducible values as a framework fox teaching and
leaYning.
My current terms include (not parallel and devoid of further elaborarion for the purposes of
this handout):
Exploration
Project building
Comple~ty
Rhetorical moves
Participating in /situating critical conversations
Engagement with (rather than sampling ofl texts, other writers, others' ideas.
Conscious choices
Accepting effects and consequences

The Grading Contract in the 21St Century
Heather Urbanski, Fitchburg State University
Long associated with Peter Elbow's groundbreaking work, the grading
contract in the writing classroom can take many forms. Here is the basic
description of how I use grading contracts in both first-year and upperlevel writing courses for(semi-)weekly response/reflection papers.
Syllabus Description: Reflection Payers
These short, 500-word papers are designed to communicate your thinking in a
vehicle that is less formal than an essay but more structured than a freewrite. There
will be six opportunities for you to prepare a reflection paper [....]The topics for
these papers will be directly tied to the assigned readings so keep a close eye on
the specific prompt. You will receive course credit for these on a "grading
contract" basis (see below). In order to "count," a reflection paper must
demonstrate that you have considered the question/topic in a mature way,looking
beyond superficial and initial reactions, and have assembled appropriate support
for the preliminary conclusions. In addition, these papers must be submitted on
time and reflect careful editing and proofreading as well as demonstrate the ability
to use the ideas of others with proper(though informal) documentation and without
plagiarizing.
Grading Contract for Reflection Papers
# of Completed Reflections Grade
A
5 or 6
B
4
C
3
D
2
F
1 or 0

Contracts like this allow:
• Students to take more direct control over their grade.
Professor to focus on responding to the content of paper rather than
evaluating it for a grade.
• Weekly prompts to be tied directly to the readings assigned
(sometimes the prompt is a reflection on a specific assignment,
other times it's practice for an upcoming complex task that
engages with week's reading assignments).

